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CONVENTIONAL CONSTRUCTED WETLAND
GRAVITY HORIZONTAL FLOW CONSTRUCTED WETLAND:GHFCW
(GENERAL STEPS TO INSTALL THE WETLAND CELL)

1. Dig the 2-foot hole (24”, yes the hole is only 24 inches deep). Flat areas could require deeper
holes to allow gravity flow. Clear the area of roots, rocks and big stones. The bottom can be
leveled with sand if need it. Sometimes, and depending of the conditions of the soil and the
slope part of the cell can be installed above ground. Be careful with the elevations/grade. There
must be a minimum slope of 0.5% of free fall from the bottom of the tank outlet hole and the
top of the wetland cell to allow free flow.

2. Install the liner (20 mil or 30-mil PVC liner or equivalent such EPDM rubber liner)

3. Install the inlet plastic chambers at the front end of the wetland. Connect 4” sewer line from
septic tank to the plastic chamber. The sewer line can be connected to the center, to the side or
the top of the plastic chambers. Install at the end of the plastic chamber the 4” inspection/clean
out ports with screw or flat cap. You need one of the boots, glue and metal clamps to go
through the liner. The inlet sewer line is located 6” up from the bottom of the cell.

4. Go to the other end of the wetland cell and install the 4” PVC perforated pipe outlet, and the 4”
inspection/clean out ports with screw/flat cap. The 4” outlet solid PVC pipe is located 4” up from
the bottom of the cell (As you can see on the pictures; pieces of 4” PVC are used as reference).
The solid PVC pipe will be connecting the perforated pipe to the sump pump. Here you will be
using the glue, the second boot and the clamps to go through the liner. Do not worry about the
imperfections connecting the liner with the boots. The location of holes is 8-12-4 for PVC pipe
with 3-rows of holes and 8-4 for PVC with 2-rows of holes, similar to leach field installation.

5. Now, you have the liner, the inlet feeding plastic chambers and the 4” discharging PVC outlet
pipe.

The wetland cell is ready to receive the stone.

6. First, if bigger stone (4-6” sizes) is available; it can be added around the plastic chambers to
improve water flow. Otherwise, you can start adding the river gravel/stone (2”-3” sizes= regular
septic leach field stone washed) to the bottom of the wetland cell until reaching 18” of gravel all
around the bottom of the cell.

7. After the wetland cell has reached the 18” of river gravel/stone; it is time to adding on top the
6” of pea gravel leveling all around the cell.

8. Finish the wetland adding river gravel, bigger stone, concrete blocks or wood blocks around the
perimeter to create a nice and appealing professional finish. The inspection port could be cut 4”
up from the top of the pea gravel level if wanted it.

9. As soon as effluent is circulating and weather permitting; the wetland cell should be planted.
The idea is to create a nice garden looking area using perennial plants. Do not plant a lot of
them because they grow and in a few years your cell will be full of plants. These links have
information about the CWs plants:
http://lagrangecountyhealth.org/Documents/Wetlandplanting.pdf
http://plant-materials.nrcs.usda.gov/pubs/etpmcbrconwet.pdf

This document describes the general steps to install the HFCW cell (gravity/conventional constructed
wetland). Additional information regarding the filters, recommended plants, liner, maintenance, etc.
can be found at the LCHD webpage: http://lagrangecountyhealth.org/constructedwetlands.aspx

LEVEL ADJUST SUMP BASIN
(GENERAL STEPS TO INSTALL THE LEVEL ADJUST SUMP BASIN
CONTROLLING WATER LEVEL FOR THE WETLAND CELL)

The white 50 gallons barrel functioning as sump basin.

Sump basin showing adjustment for liquid level
OPTIONS FOR THE SUMP BASIN

Sump basin using 24” drain tile or 50 gallons barrel.

Sump basin cap using a plastic (left) o concrete (right).

